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Micropatterning neuronal networks†

Heike Hardelauf,‡a Sarah Waide,‡a Julia Sisnaiske,b Peter Jacob,a Vanessa Hausherr,b

Nicole Schöbel,b Dirk Janasek,a Christoph van Thrielb and Jonathan West*ac

Spatially organised neuronal networks have wide reaching applications, including fundamental research,

toxicology testing, pharmaceutical screening and the realisation of neuronal implant interfaces. Despite

the large number of methods catalogued in the literature there remains the need to identify a method

that delivers high pattern compliance, long-term stability and is widely accessible to neuroscientists. In

this comparative study, aminated (polylysine/polyornithine and aminosilanes) and cytophobic

(poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) and methylated) material contrasts were evaluated. Backfilling plasma

stencilled PEGylated substrates with polylysine does not produce good material contrasts, whereas

polylysine patterned on methylated substrates becomes mobilised by agents in the cell culture media

which results in rapid pattern decay. Aminosilanes, polylysine substitutes, are prone to hydrolysis and the

chemistries prove challenging to master. Instead, the stable coupling between polylysine and PLL-g-PEG

can be exploited: Microcontact printing polylysine onto a PLL-g-PEG coated glass substrate provides a

simple means to produce microstructured networks of primary neurons that have superior pattern

compliance during long term (>1 month) culture.
Introduction

The ability to program the spatial arrangement of neuronal
circuits has received great attention in the last 20 years, with
applications spanning the elucidation of the mechanisms
underlying neuron function,1–5 to stem cell differentiation,6

interfacing prosthetic devices7,8 and compound screening.9–12 Ex
vivo neuronal circuits can be constructed by restricting neurons
within microchannel architectures13–15 or, more commonly, by
micropatterning an adhesive environment against a so-called
cytophobic background that resists cell adhesion. The latter
approach does not physically restrict neuron development, but
instead provides spatially-dened biochemical guidance cues
for the directed organisation of the neuronal circuit. The liter-
ature documents a rich assortment of methods for neuron
patterning,16 with the frequent aim to provide straightforward
protocols for neuroscientists to fabricate devices in their own
laboratories. This trend has largely been driven by the so
lithography revolution17,18 for the replication of high resolution
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patterns in poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) for microcontact
printing (mCP)19–23 or stencilling10,24,25 approaches to biomaterial
patterning.

The challenge of micropatterning primary neurons is in
providing a generally accessible (i.e. not requiring operation in a
cleanroom) and straightforward protocol that ensures mainte-
nance of the pattern during lengthy (weeks) neuron culture. To
achieve this, a polyamine anchor such as polylysine (PL) is used
to tether neurons to the substrate. PL-directed neuron local-
isation and adhesion can be augmented by the addition of
extracellular matrix (ECM) materials such as bronectin or
laminin to the patterning procedure or subsequently secreted
by the neurons in the immediate locality of the polyamine
pattern. These polyamine anchored ECM proteins enable the
stable tethering of neurons via integrins that also provide life
support signals. In addition, single micron resolution is
essential for restricting neuron cell bodies from pathways
intended for sub-cellular axon and dendritic outgrowths to
interconnect the cellular nodes within the articial circuit.26 To
illustrate this challenge, the optimal outgrowth track width for
human SH-SY5Y neuroblastoma cells is 2 mm, sufficiently
narrow to restrict neurons from adhering, but also sufficiently
wide to support the extension of neurites and the leading
growth cone.10 Deviation from this optimum results in signi-
cant losses in the quality of the neuronal network. However,
high-resolution photolithography methods for material
patterning by UV disintegration27 or by photoresist li-off
methods28,29 are restricted to clean room environments, while
direct laser writing methods1,26 struggle to deliver the resolution
and desirable write speeds with the added drawbacks of the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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need for complex and costly instrumentation. Fortunately, mCP
and stencilling methods can deliver this resolution and are
suitable for device replication in biolaboratories.

Some applications are more demanding of the quality of the
biomaterial patterns than others. It is trivial to provide 10's of
thousands of cell adhesion sites on a substrate. For funda-
mental lines of inquiry, only a small percentage of these adhe-
sion sites need to effectively accommodate neurons. However,
for applications such as toxicity and compound screening it is
imperative that the quality and reproducibility (across chip and
chip-to-chip) of the adhesion patterns is excellent, otherwise
responses to test substances can be confused with responses to
artefacts introduced during surface patterning or from loss of
stability during lengthy culture. For example, in neurite
outgrowth inhibition assays the absence or loss of outgrowth
tracks would increase the apparent toxicity of the test
compound. Similarly, neuronal implants for applications in
regenerative medicine require high delity pattern compliance
to ensure effective interfacing with the host tissue.

In this contribution we have evaluated so lithography-
based stencilling and mCP methods for the preparation of high
delity neuronal networks. The research entailed a systematic
comparison of combinations of aminated cell adhesion mate-
rials and cell repellent poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) or methylated
materials. The onus of this study was the identication and
renement of reliable neuron patterning methods. Within this
framework it is recognised that some groups have mastered
their own methods. Ideally the micropatterning method should
not require prior expertise with surface chemistry (i.e. they are
forgiving with imperfections in the materials and procedure)
and should be extremely simple to make them universally
accessible. The quality and stability of the patterns was assessed
using contact angle and zeta potential measurements, by
imaging uorescently-labelled material patterns and quanti-
fying the network formation capacity of primary cortical
neurons (the gold standard measure of pattern performance).
From this research a variant of mCP involving polyamine
patterning onto a PEGylated substrate was developed and
shown to be the most straightforward, effective and reliable
means for the development and long term culture (>1 month) of
patterned primary neuronal networks. The method has the
potential to be extended to murine and human neuronal
precursor cells by the addition of an ECMmaterial backll step.

Materials and methods
Surface coating and patterning

Surfaces were coated with cytophobic molecules; the cationic
copolymer of poly-L-lysine graed with poly(ethylene glycol)
(PLL-g-PEG), PEG silanes or dichlorodimethylsilane (DCDMS).
Two PEGylated silanes were used; 2-[methoxy(polyethyleneoxy)-
propyl]trichlorosilane (TCS-PEG, ABCR, Germany) and methyl
ether poly(ethylene glycol) triethoxysilane (mPEG, 5 kDa, Crea-
tive PEGworks). Glass substrates must rst be thoroughly
cleaned prior to silanisation. Preliminary experiments
compared Nanostrip acid treatment (90% sulphuric acid, 5%
peroxymonosulphuric acid, <1% hydrogen peroxide and 5%
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
water) with Hellmanex II (2% v/v) alkali treatment and plasma
ashing (see below). Equivalent silanisation results were
obtained for the different methods. Plasma treatment was used
for subsequent experiments for reasons of pragmatism and
safety, especially with the view that neuroscientists may not be
familiar with the practices necessary for the safe handling of
aggressive acids and alkalis. Glass substrate preparation by the
plasma method involved an ethanol (96% v/v) rinse, followed by
a MilliQ H2O rinse, drying with N2 and further drying by a
100 �C bake for 10 minutes. Substrates were then plasma ashed
(70 W, 40 kHz (Femto, Diener Electronic)) in a 0.2 mbar oxygen
atmosphere for 60 s in readiness for coating.

PLL-g-PEG functionalization. Cleaned substrates were
PEGylated with 100 mg mL�1 of PLL(20)-g[3.5]-PEG(5) (Surface
Solutions, Switzerland) in a 10 mMHEPES (4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-
piperazine ethanesulfonic acid, pH 7.4) for 1 h at room
temperature. Substrates were then rinsed with a sequence of 1�
PBS (phosphate buffered saline), MilliQ water and a N2 stream.
Please note that the PLL-g-PEG batch-to-batch quality can vary.
Other suppliers should be considered or the copolymer can be
prepared in standard chemical synthesis laboratories.30

mPEG functionalization. Cleaned substrates were incubated
in 2 mM mPEG in dried toluene31 for 2–24 hours at room
temperature. Critically, this silanization procedure was under-
taken in a N2 glove box to prevent O2 and moisture
interference.32

TCS-PEG functionalization. Cleaned substrates were incu-
bated for 3 hours at room temperature in a 0.1 mM solution of
TCS-PEG in dried toluene with 0.03% (v/v) 37% HCl catalyst. To
fully dissolve the silane a 30 minute incubation is required.
Following silanization the substrates were cleaned in dry
toluene for 20 minutes, followed by an ethanol (96% v/v) and
MilliQ H2O wash with nal drying using a N2 stream.

DCDMS functionalization. Cleaned substrates were placed
in an air-tight chamber with a 1 mL volume of DCDMS in
hexane (10% v/v). The chamber was heated at 80 �C for 30
minutes, aer which the substrates were rinsed in hexane and
dried with a N2 stream.

Optimal dimensions for the formation of human SH-SY5Y
neuronal networks10 were used in this study: hexagonally
arranged 70 mm diameter nodes separated by 100 mm were
interconnected by 2 mm-wide tracks. Array patterns contained 36
sub-arrays, each containing 202 nodes. For plasma patterning,
bilayer PDMS stencils were used. The SU-8 master fabrication
and PDMS replicationmethods have previously been described.10

Briey, bilayer plasma stenciling involves conformally contacting
the stencil with the substrate coated with the cytophobic material
and plasma etching (70 W, 40 kHz (Femto, Diener Electronic)) in
a 0.2 mbar oxygen atmosphere for 60 s. The exposed substrate
regions were backlled with polylysine (100 mg mL�1 in 1� PBS)
for 15 minutes, followed by washing with 1� PBS or culture
medium for 1 hour. Alternatively, backlling was investigated
using aminosilanes purchased from ABCR, Germany; 3-amino-
propyl triethoxysilane (APTES), diethylenetriaminosilane (DETA),
bis(trimethoxy silylpropyl)amine (BTMSPA) and 3-amino-
propyldiisopropylethoxysilane (APDIPES). Aqueous and organic
solvent (e.g. 0.1 mM in toluene) submersion methods were
Analyst, 2014, 139, 3256–3264 | 3257
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systematically evaluated. However, gas phase silanisation was the
most consistent means of derivatising the substrates with ami-
nosilanes. 100 mL volumes of the silanes were placed in a N2

atmosphere with the substrates and heated to 100 �C for 2 hours.
In contrast to stencilling, microcontact printing requires an

inverted SU-8 pattern involving a single photolithography step
to produce protruding (SU-8 2, Shipley) features with a height of
�3 mm. PDMS moulding within 20 � 20 mm frames was ach-
ieved using standard methods.24 A standard microcontact
printing protocol19–21 was optimised for this study: PDMS
stamps were oxygen plasma activated (see above) to generate a
silanol-rich hydrophilic surface (contact angle <5�). The stamps
were then incubated for 10 min in 100 mg mL�1 polylysine or
50 mg mL�1 polyornithine in 1� PBS (Sigma-Aldrich, Germany),
followed by two rinses in MilliQ distilled H2O and thorough
drying under a N2 stream. The stamps were protected from
particulates in the fume hood and le to further dry for 15
minutes, then conformally contacted (without applying pres-
sure) to PEG or DCDMS-coated substrates for $30 minutes. An
isopropylalcohol, MilliQ H2O and N2 rinse sequence was used to
recycle (>20) the PDMS stamp surface for subsequent prints.

Surface analysis

Contact angle measurements were used as a rapid means to
evaluate material coatings. Plasma treated glass substrates have
a contact angle of <5�, PEGylated surfaces have a contact angle
of �30�, methylated (DCDMS) surfaces have a contact angle of
�105� and aminated surfaces have a contact angle of �60�. To
periodically assess the stability of coatings and interactions
with polylysine a SurPASS instrument (Anton Paar, Austria) was
used to measure the zeta potential. Fluorescein isothiocyanate
(FITC) labeled polylysine was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
(Germany) to enable patterns to be imaged with an inverted
uorescent microscope (IX71, Olympus) equipped with a
halogen lamp and FITC cut-off lters.

Cell culture and pattern analysis

All experiments were undertaken in accordance with national
laws for the use of animals, with the research approved by the
local ethics committee. Primary cortical neurons were obtained
from C57BL/6N mice, purchased from Charles Rivers Labora-
tories, Germany. Aer anaesthesia with CO2, a pregnant mouse
was sacriced 16 days aer conception by cervical dislocation.
The cortices of the isolated embryos were extracted and trans-
ferred into Hanks balanced salt solution (HBSS, PANBiotech)
containing 0.0125% trypsin (PANBiotech) for dissociation for 10
min, stopped by adding 0.05 mg mL�1 soy bean trypsin inhib-
itor, with free DNA destroyed using 0.01% (w/v) DNAse. The
cells were further dissociated using re-polished glass pipettes,
centrifuged at 200g for 5 min followed by re-suspension in fresh
Neurobasal media (Life Technologies) containing 2% (v/v) B27
growth supplement (Life Technologies), 10 mg mL�1 gentamicin
and 0.5 mM stable L-glutamine (PANBiotech). The cells were
cultured at 37 �C in a humidied 5% CO2 atmosphere. Cells
were seeded on polylysine-coated substrates at a concentration
of 2.5 � 105 cells per mL. The media was exchanged every 3–4
3258 | Analyst, 2014, 139, 3256–3264
days by replacing 50% of the old media to retain sufficient
autocrine and paracrine signalling.

Dorsal root ganglia (DRG) were prepared from postnatal day
1 mice (CD 1). Mice were sacriced by decapitation. The spinal
column was opened, the spinal cord removed and the dorsal
root ganglia dissected. The ganglia were washed in PBS and
collected in DMEM media supplemented with 1% (v/v) peni-
cillin and streptomycin. Aer collection DRG were disrupted,
incubated with 0.025% collagenase (Sigma Aldrich) for 45 min,
dissociated using re-polished glass pipettes, centrifuged at
200g for 4 minutes and resuspended in fresh F-12 medium
(Invitrogen) supplemented with 10% (v/v) foetal bovine serum
(FBS; Invitrogen) and 1% (v/v) penicillin/streptomycin.

Surface patterning methods were also evaluated using
LUHMES (Lund human mesencephalic) cells.33 These cells were
obtained from Marcel Leist (University of Konstanz). Cell
culture asks were coated with polyornithine (PO, 50 mg mL�1)
and bronectin or laminin (1 mg mL�1) in H2O overnight at
37 �C. The solution was discarded and culture asks were
washed twice with sterile water. LUHMES cells were grown in
proliferation medium consisting of advanced DMEM/F12, sup-
plemented with 2 mM stable L-glutamine, 40 ng mL�1 FGF and
1% (v/v) N2 at 37 �C in a humidied 5% CO2 humid atmosphere.
Cells were harvested using 0.025% (w/v) trypsin, centrifuged at
300g for 5 minutes for seeding 75 cm2 with 2 � 106 cells. For
differentiation 6 � 106 LUHMES cells were seeded into a pre-
coated 175 cm2 cell culture ask. Aer 24 hours the media was
replaced with differentiation media, and aer a further 48
hours pre-differentiation was completed and the cells were
detached using 0.025% (w/v) trypsin.

CGR8 murine neuronal precursor cells were obtained from
Marcel Leist (University of Konstanz). The cell line was estab-
lished from the inner cell mass of a 3.5 day male pre-implan-
tation mouse embryo (129/Ola). The differentiation media (1 L)
contained 98.2 mL DMEM/F12 (Life Technologies), 98.2 mL
Neurobasal media (Life Technologies), 1 mL N2 (Life Technol-
ogies), 2 mL B27 (Life Technologies), 2 mM stable glutamine
(PANBiotech), 150 mL insulin (Sigma-Aldrich), 10 mg BSA frac-
tion V (Roth) and 0.1 mM b-mercaptoethanol (Life Technolo-
gies). Media was ltered through a 0.22 mm lter. Cells were
grown on surfaces coated with 10 mg mL�1 PO and 10 mg mL�1

laminin (Sigma-Aldrich). Media exchange took place every other
day with pre-warmed N2/B27 media. A 20 day differentiation
program is typically required.

Neurons were seeded on the arrays in a 1 mL suspension
containing 2.5 � 105 cells and incubated overnight at 37 �C in a
humidied 5% CO2 atmosphere. The next day, non-adherent
cells were removed by a media exchange, aer which media was
exchanged periodically. Neuron arrays were imaged using an
inverted microscope (IX71, Olympus). A quality control
threshold was used in advance of network quantication.
Following the rst day of culture on the patterned substrate,
neuronal cultures that were estimated to have less than 10% of
the nodes occupied or were randomly adhered to the surface
(with a patterning efficiency24 of �0%) were considered
unsuitable for quantitative characterisation and further exper-
iments. Higher quality neuronal networks were quantied in
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014



Fig. 1 Bilayer plasma stencilling PLL-g-PEG adlayers can be used for
the formation of dorsal root ganglion (DRG) networks (A). A laminin
backfill enables LUHMES cells to be patterned (B). These neuronal
networks are short-lived, with occupancy declining rapidly after 3 days
(C) as outgrowth connections (D) strengthen. In the absence of a
polyamine anchor the networks delaminate.
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terms of the percentage of nodes occupied by neurons (occu-
pancy (%)), the percentage of tracks occupied by neuron soma
(cells in track (%)) and connections per (occupied) node (cpn).
In the special case of primary neuronal networks cultured for
lengthy periods we have re-dened occupancy and cpn terms
(see Results, Microcontact printing).

To visualize molecular organization cells were stained by
xing with 4% paraformaldehyde with 0.5% Triton-X 100 for 10
minutes, then blocked with 5% normal donkey serum (Milli-
pore) for at least 1 h. Primary antibodies (microtubule-associ-
ated protein 2 (MAP2; 1 : 200, Abcam) from chicken and b-3-
tubulin (1 : 2000) from rabbit, Covance) were incubated for 2 h
in darkness in 1% normal donkey serum. The secondary anti-
bodies, donkey anti-chicken dylight 649 (1 : 500) or donkey anti-
rabbit dylight 488 (1 : 500) were incubated for 30 min at room
temperature in darkness. Lastly, nuclei were stained with DAPI
(1 : 10 000) for 30 min and mounted using FluoroSave reagent
(Invitrogen). A Leica DMI6000 B microscope was used to image
the cells with a CCD camera (DFC 360 FX) and the LAS AF
Soware.

Results and discussion
Neuron patterning without polylysine

In former neurite outgrowth inhibition9 and degeneration10

studies, we patterned differentiated human SH-SY5Y neuro-
blastoma cells. Patterning was achieved by exploiting their
ability to adhere to and grow on glass substrates but not
methylated (thin-lm PDMS) or PEGylated surfaces. Optimal
patterns had 2 mm-wide outgrowth tracks that were fabricated
by bilayer plasma stencilling a protein-resistant PEGylated
background. The stencil, material patterns and neuronal
networks are documented in the ESI Fig. 1.†

Dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neurons do not ordinarily
require adhesion materials. In this study DRG neurons were
reliably patterned on plasma patterned PEGylated surfaces (see
Fig. 1(A)), but following 2 days culture the networked neurons
were no longer registered within the material pattern. Lund
humanmesencephalic (LUHMES) neurons require a bronectin
or laminin-bearing surface. These cells were also readily
patterned by exploiting the protein-rejecting quality of the
PEGylated background to restrict laminin adsorption to the
exposed areas of the glass substrate (see Fig. 1(B)). However, by
the third day of culture the neuronal network began delami-
nating (see Fig. 1(C)), forming neurite-connected clusters (see
Fig. 1(D)) that did not adhere to the pattern. By the fourth day
the neuronal networks had signicantly delaminated and were
unsuitable for quantitative characterisation. In both cases it is
probable that since the pattern limits the available adhesion
area the tension forces generated by the developing network
exceeded the forces coupling the neurons to the surface. In
conventional LUHMES cultures a polyornithine coating
precedes bronectin deposition.33 This highlights the need for
polyamine coatings to electrostatically anchor neurons to glass
surfaces. Efforts to backll the plasma patterned PEGylated
surface with polyornithine (PO) followed by passivation with
laminin failed due to non-specic binding of neurons.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
Alternatively, adhesion molecules can be covalently coupled to
glass surfaces, although working with reactive surface inter-
mediates requires considerable experience to ensure reliable,
stable and high quality coatings.22,34
Investigation of polylysine-rejecting coatings

Plasma stencilling for patterning biomaterials by backlling
relies on the surface coating preventing the adsorption of the
biomaterial. PEGylated surfaces are well known for their protein
rejecting qualities.35,36 However, although the polyamines PL
and PO are non-complex polypeptides they have markedly
different physicochemical properties to most proteins. Zeta
potential measurements were used to investigate the adsorption
of PL onto plasma activated glass and substrates functionalised
with a PLL-g-PEG adlayer. Both surfaces were coated with PL in
minutes (see Fig. 2(A)). This was conrmed using plasma
stencilled PEGylated substrates, with the PL having only
marginally greater affinity for the exposed glass surface than the
PEGylated regions (see ESI Fig. 2†). The resulting zeta potentials
were similar (�20 mV), indicating that PL can become co-
localised with the PLL-g-PEG adlayer (i.e. the PLL-g-PEG adlayer
is not continuous). The structural similarity of PO with PL
implies that the non-specic adhesion of LUHMES neurons on
plasma patterned PEGylated surfaces may therefore have
resulted from PO co-localising within the PLL-g-PEG adlayer.

Polylysine is a widely used neuron adhesion biomolecule and
also the moiety on the PLL-g-PEG copolymer that enables
simple electrostatic assembly on glass surfaces. To investigate
whether the PL molecules were intercalating with the PLL
moiety or adsorbing to or co-localising with the PEGmoiety, two
silane PEGs (i.e. without the poly-L-lysine moiety) were evalu-
ated: methyl ether poly(ethylene glycol) triethoxysilane (mPEG)
Analyst, 2014, 139, 3256–3264 | 3259



Fig. 2 Langmuir isotherms of PL (100 mg mL�1) adsorption onto glass
and PLL-g-PEG-coated glass obtained by zeta potential measure-
ments. PL rapidly coats both surfaces (A). DCDMS,mPEG and TCS-PEG
coatings are stable for at least 1 week when stored in 1� PBS at room
temperature (B). The PEGylated surfaces do not resist PLL adsorption
(C). DCDMS (methyl) coatings initially resist PL adsorption, producing
patterns following a PLL–FITC backfill (D). However, following over-
night incubation in culture media the PL is dispersed with associated
loss of the PL and neuronal cell patterns.

Fig. 3 The stability of several aminosilanes was evaluated using zeta
potential measurements. APTES, DETA and APDIPES require �3 days
to form stable layers on glass substrates. A coating of BTMSPA, a
dipodal silane presenting two amino groups, is immediately stable
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and 2-[methoxy-(polyethyleneoxy)-propyl]-trichlorosilane (TCS-
PEG), a coating reported to prevent polylysine adsorption.37

These PEG silane coatings were stable for $1 week in 1� PBS
(see Fig. 2(B)).

However, the PL also rapidly adsorbed to these coatings (see
Fig. 2(C)), indicating an interaction with the ether repeats in the
PEG moiety or incomplete surface coverage, with PL adsorbing
to vacant areas. Efforts to improve the coating density using dry
toluene as the carrier solvent and/or acid catalysts were
unsuccessful. On occasion, in some areas the patterned TCS-
PEG coating resisted the adsorption of PLL–FITC (see ESI,
Fig. 3†), although incubation (hours) in 1� PBS and especially
cell media resulted in extensive non-specic binding (i.e.
pattern decay).

The PEG silanes were substituted with dichloro-dimethylsi-
lane (DCDMS), an inert, highly hydrophobic coating that has a
0mV zeta potential. Titration from pH 3 to pH 11 does not affect
the zeta potential. The addition of PLL did not alter the zeta
potential and PLL–FITC was observed to selectively adsorb only
on the plasma activated regions and not the DCDMS regions of
the substrate (see Fig. 2(D)). Storage of the DCDMS–PLL
patterns in the DMEM cell culture medium for 18 hours resul-
ted in only minor losses in the uorescent intensity and
contrast of the pattern. However, these material patterns decay
during rigorous washing and are not stable when stored in cell
culture media supplemented with essential growth factors (10%
(v/v) FCS or Lipumin). This is surprising given the typical
stability of cationic polyelectrolyte layers on negatively charged
surfaces (i.e. plasma activated glass (z-potential ¼ �120 mV)).
The growth supplements resulted in pattern decay within 30
3260 | Analyst, 2014, 139, 3256–3264
minutes and extensive non-specic PLL distributions following
incubation for 18 hours (see ESI, Fig. 4†). Most probably it is the
presence of ionic surfactants that are able to sequester and
mobilise the PLL across the substrate surface. Isolated areas of
partially patterned cortical neurons were observed following 5
days in vitro (DIV) culture (see ESI, Fig. 5†). This was an infre-
quent observation with the pattern quality being unsuitable for
quantitative characterisation.

Aminosilanes as a polylysine substitute

Aminated surfaces are required for long term (>2 DIV) adhesion
and survival. The mobility of polyamines when submerged in
media supplemented with growth factors and the affinity of
polyamines for PEGylated surfaces prompted an investigation
to identify a substitute for the aminated polypeptide coatings.
Silane chemistries offer the promise of covalent attachment.
Aminosilanes have previously been used to pattern neurons.3,4,38

We investigated four different silanes; APTES, DETA, APDIPES
and BTMSPA. Submersion silanisation methods were not
reproducible, whereas gas phase silanisation proved more
reliable. A 2 hour 100 �C post-silanisation bake was used to
dehydrate the coating and reduce hydrolysis.

Analysis of cured APTES, DETA and APDIPES coatings
showed that a further 3 days was required to stabilise the zeta
potential to approximately �20 mV (see Fig. 3). This indicates
continued hydrolysis and loss of the aminosilanes from the
surface. The trifunctional surface graing silane APTES is
especially prone to hydrolysis with additional leaching a
consequence of the formation of non-covalently bound multi-
layers. Consistent with the ndings of Kleinfeld3 neuron death
was evident following 2 DIV culture on these surfaces, most
likely in response to the loss of an adhesive cue since the ethoxy
groups have low toxicity. The other aminosilanes are more
suitable for stable, monolayer deposition. Nevertheless, we were
unable to replicate Kleinfeld's 12 DIV neuron culture results
and Ravenscro's4 one month hippocampal cultures on
patterned DETA surfaces. Despite the three-fold increase in
following preparation.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014



Fig. 4 PL patterns prepared by microcontact printing on PLL-g-PEG.
High signal to noise and precise PLL–FITC patterns can be prepared
(A). Primary neurons localised to the adhesion nodes and extended
neurites for the formation of internodal connections, producing high
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available amino groups and associated increase in surface
density, in our experiments neurons only remained viable on
DETA-coated surfaces for 3–5 DIV. This experience highlights
the difficulty of silane-based chemistries. The alternative
amino-silane APDIPES includes hydrophobic isopropyl groups
that sterically shield the ethoxy tether to reduce hydrolysis and
increase layer stability.39 However, APDIPES was also unsuitable
for the lengthy maintenance of neuron adhesion. The nal
amino silane, BTMSPA, a bipod trimethoxysilane presenting
two amino groups, was immediately stable (�10 mV) following
silanisation and curing (see Fig. 3) and was suitable as a glass
coating for neuron adhesion.

Backlling against a cytophobic background provides a
straightforward means to pattern cells (without the compli-
cations of photoresists and without the need for operating in a
clean room). Methyl-coated surfaces (i.e. DCDMS), but not
PEGylated surfaces, resisted the adsorption of aminosilanes.
Methylated glass surfaces were plasma patterned using
the bilayer stencil and backlled with BTMSPA and DETA.
Shown in ESI Fig. 6,† aer 5 DIV culture pattern compliance by
the cortical neurons was greatly reduced, indicating loss and
mobilisation of the aminosilanes (plasma patterned DCDMS
coatings resist cell adhesion24). The patterning efficiency of
these surfaces was too low to warrant quantitative analysis. An
alternative to the aminosilane and polyamine backlling
approaches was therefore required.
occupancy neuronal networks over large areas (B). Fluorescent
immunostaining shows nuclei stained with DAPI (blue), b-III-tubulin
(green) and MAP-2 (red) (C). The high fidelity neuron networks had
mean node occupancy values of >95% during 9 DIV (D), attained
maximal network levels (�2.5 cpn) at 7 DIV (E). Neuron clustering in the
first 4 days results in the number of tracks occupied by neurons
reducing from 23% to >8% (F).
Microcontact printing polylysine on PEG adlayers

Microcontacting printing (mCP) is superior to selective molecular
assembly patterning (SMAP) and molecular assembly patterning
by li-off (MAPL) methods40 and is by far the most popular
technique for biologists to pattern proteins and cells. mCP can
also be extended to the patterned transfer of PL or PO. To ensure
long-term pattern compliance backlling with cytophobic mole-
cules such as BSA is commonly used. Alternatively reactive
surfaces can be used to tether PEG species.34,41 However, in both
cases coatings were not of uniform quality resulting in limited
pattern compliance. Reactive surfaces are difficult to maintain in
a pristine condition prior to backlling. To rene the micro-
contacting printing (mCP) protocol, to make it more straightfor-
ward and reliable, we chose to exploit the strong interaction of
polyamines (PL and PO) with PLL-g-PEG coatings.

Our revision to the standard (mCP) protocol involves rst
derivatizing a plasma treated glass substrate with PLL-g-PEG,
followed by mCP deposition of a PL or PO pattern. The resulting
material pattern is highly stable, with patterns maintained
while incubated in supplemented culture media (see Fig. 4(A)).
Importantly, and unlike silane methods to derivatize surfaces
with PEG, PLL-g-PEG can be straightforwardly applied to nega-
tively charged substrates without prior expertise with surface
chemistry (i.e. suitable for neuroscientists). In contrast,
attempts to backll PL patterns with PLL-g-PEG are unsuc-
cessful: PLL-g-PEG co-localises with PL, while also binding to
exposed glass regions to prevent neuron adhesion.

Themost telling evidence of the quality and stability of the PLL
prints on the PLL-g-PEG adlayer was the large area patterned
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
culture of primary cortical neurons for >1month (see ESI, Fig. 7†),
beyond the 2 weeks required to develop spontaneous electrical
activity.3,4 Documented in Fig. 4(B–F), neuronal networks devel-
oped with high delity to the underlying pattern. Node occupancy
was >90% for the 9 day experiment, with connection per node
(cpn) values developing to (near-maximal) �2.5 levels following
culture for 7 DIV. These occupancy and connection levels were
maintained throughout a 33 DIV patterned culture experiment
(i.e. until discarded). In contrast, silane–PEG coatings fail
following 25 DIV41 and only 12% of covalently coupled PEGylated
areas are free of neurites following 29 DIV patterned culture.34

These experiments validate the performance and stability of the
material patterns and provide the rst denitive analysis of neu-
rite outgrowth and spatially standardized network formation rates
by primary cortical neurons. The rate of development was less
than with the differentiated SH-SY5Y cell line that requires 3 days
for cpn values to plateaux, but the extent of interconnection was
�70% greater10 (extensive interconnection is a feature of healthy
primary neurons).

The exact nature of the highly stable coupling between PL
prints and the PLL-g-PEG adlayer is unknown, but is unlikely to
be simply a consequence of the strong electrostatic coupling of
the positively charged PL (>20 mV) with the negatively charged
Analyst, 2014, 139, 3256–3264 | 3261



Fig. 5 Impact of substituting poly-L-lysine (PLL) with poly-L-ornithine
(PLO). PLL and PLO differ by a single atom in the length of their primary
amino group carbon chain (A). Zeta potential measurements
demonstrate that this does not affect the rate of adsorption onto glass
substrates, and result in equivalent surface charge densities (�20 mV
(B)). The different adhesion polyamines produce the same occupancy
levels (C) and the same rates and quality of network formation during 7
DIV culture (D).
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PEG moiety (approximately �70 mV, see mPEG analysis in
Fig. 2(C)). In comparison, the zeta potential of glass is approx-
imately �120 mV, yet polyamine coatings are still mobilised by
supplements in the media. Therefore additional coupling
modes may exist. Other possibilities are that PL can displace
PLL-g-PEG or that vacancies in the PLL-g-PEG adlayer enable the
intercalation of PL molecules (see Fig. 2(A)) that extend suffi-
ciently to support neuron adhesion but are sufficiently pro-
tected, perhaps by steric hinderance, to prevent media
supplements from dissociating the PL molecules from the
surface. Further experiments are required to fully elucidate the
mechanisms underpinning the stability of PL patterns printed
on PLL-g-PEG adlayers. Nevertheless, these results demonstrate
the importance of surface derivatization with PLL-g-PEG in
advance of microcontact printing PL or PO.

Also in contrast to the SH-SY5Y cell line, primary neuronal
networks initially had a large number of tracks occupied by
neurons (citmouse z 23%; citSH-SY5Y z 15%). By 4 DIV patterned
culture the pattern compliance was greatly improved (cit z
7%). Migration and clustering is a characteristic of embryonic
neurons. Aer 5 days there was a drop in occupancy levels as
some neurons vacated their original nodes to co-localise with
neurons on neighbouring nodes, in many cases developing
neurites that extended over nodes to connect with more distant
neurons. As a consequence a small number of nodes are vacated
of cell soma, producing a signicant impact on the occupancy
levels and especially the cpn value (previously determined using
a network probability simulation and a cell seeding dilution
experiment9). These depleted values suggest network deterio-
ration that is contrary to the true quality of the neuronal
networks. For instance, the immunostaining image (see
Fig. 4(C)) was taken at 9 DIV and documents the healthy
molecular organisation (MAP-2 and b-III-tubulin) of the
neuronal network. To ensure network measures appropriately
account for inherent cellular clustering, the node occupancy
and connections per node denitions were revised: a vacant
node with overlapping outgrowths connecting other nodes was
also classied as an occupied node. This subsequently elevates
the connection per node values. The effects of this revision are
shown in ESI Fig. 8.†

For the adhesion and differentiation of murine (CGR8) and
human (LUHMES) neuronal precursor cells, poly-lysine (PL) is
substituted with poly-ornithine (PO), a structurally and chemically
similar molecule (see Fig. 5(A)). Zeta potential measurements
show that PL and PO have near identical Langmuir isotherms
resulting in a steady-state surface charge density of �20 mV (see
Fig. 5(B)), a value signicantly higher than with aminosilane
surface derivatisation. Microstamped PL has been shown to have
the same layer thickness and capacity for neuron adhesion as
adsorbed PL (using a photoresist li-off strategy22). Analysis of
polyamine adsorption using zeta potential measurements there-
fore provides a useful indication of the surface quality following
mCP. A 7 DIV pattern compliance experiment was used to compare
PL and PO prints. Occupancy levels (�95%) and cpn development
rates were also near identical, demonstrating that the two poly-
amines are functionally equivalent in terms of neuron adhesion,
viability and pattern compliance (see Fig. 5(C and D)).
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This line of work was extended to evaluate the addition of
laminin, an adhesion factor used for neuronal precursor cells. A
printed mixture of PO and laminin did not support the
patterned culture of neurons, perhaps as a result of the
formation of hetero-aggregates that are less tightly tethered to
the glass surface. The protein rejecting quality of the PLL-g-PEG
adlayer can be used to solve this problem: as before PO can be
printed on the PEGylated surface to provide a stable anchor,
followed by a backll with laminin (overnight incubation with
10 mg mL�1) to co-localise with the PO. In preliminary experi-
ments, this approach was used for patterning neuronal
precursor cells (CGR8) with high pattern compliance. Further
studies are required to fully evaluate the robustness of this
method and the longevity of the neuronal network patterns.

Surface stability during long term storage is desirable for
distributed testing. The PLL-g-PEG coated surfaces are sensitive
to atmospheric O2, decaying by �50 mV in 2 months. Storage in
a 100% N2 atmosphere greatly prolongs the shelf-life with only a
�15 mV reduction in the zeta potential during storage for over a
year (i.e. �20-fold increased stability; see ESI, Fig. 9†). However,
the straightforward PLL-g-PEG surface derivatization method
and the simple polyamine printing method (with or without a
protein backll step) enable the end-user to prepare biomaterial
microarrays in their own laboratories. With this strategy only
the highly stable mould master or a polymer replica need to be
distributed to neuroscience laboratories.
Conclusions

Microcontact printing polyamines onto PEGylated glass
substrates is a straightforward and highly effective method for
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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the micropatterned culture of primary neurons. The coupling of
the polyamines with the PEGylated glass surface provides a
stable material contrast for high pattern compliance during
long-term (>1 month) culture. By the addition of an ECM
backll, the method has the potential to be extended to the
micropatterned culture of murine neuronal precursor cells to
eliminate the need to sacrice animals and human neuronal
precursor cells to provide authentic models of the human
nervous system. The method has been used for the quantitative
assessment of the development of primary neuronal networks,
demonstrating the potential for screening the neurotoxic and
pharmaceutical effects of test substances, and also the realisa-
tion of advanced implantable neuronal interfaces.
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